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’ INTRODUCTION

Tough materials are required in applications where crack
propagation needs to be suppressed or controlled to avoid
ultimate material failure. The propagation of a crack occurs when
the local stress concentration at the crack tip causes material
failure ahead of the crack. A number of biological and biomimetic
structures have enhanced their overall material toughness by
promoting crack deflection mechanisms locally within the ma-
terial, typically using layered structures.1 For example, bone
material, depending on the function and location, exhibits a fiber
laminate structure with variable fiber orientation and mineral
content to prevent the propagation of microcracks through the
sample thickness by crack deflection between the laminate
sheets.2 The same principle of laminate and layered structures
is extensively used for introducing toughness in synthetic com-
posite materials3 and unique crystal structures around fiber
reinforcements in polymer composites have exhibited layered,
or “treeing”, type failure for enhanced toughness through stress
delocalization around crack tips.4 Rubbery particulates incorpo-
rated within intrinsically brittle solid polymers are an additional
common method of increasing toughness. Rubbery particles
within a polymer reduces plastic resistance of the composite as
the debonding stress takes place between particles and polymer
matrix, creating precavitated material during stretching and
consequently providing toughening by crack tip shielding.5

Composites with embedded steel chains in a polymer matrix
show lock-up mechanisms by transferring load between inter-
locks and preventing local deformation.6 While a number of
these biological and synthetic materials are effectively fiber
composites, structures formed of noncontinum fibrous networks
are commonly used in a number of applications such as

packaging or protective clothing industry where crack propaga-
tion needs to be restricted. Interestingly, nature has exploited
fibrous networks for functions where critical failure of the net-
work through crack propagation is undesirable. One particular
example is spider’s web, which is constructed of natural poly-
meric silk fibers and used as a network in order to trap the prey of
the spider.7 Catastrophic failure of the web network must be
avoided through tolerance to macroscopic cracks in the web to
maintain function.8 While the silk fibrous material has been
studied extensively and found to possess considerable toughness
because of high fiber failure strain9 and nanofibril structural
features that restrict crack propagation within the silk fiber
itself,10 less is known about the mechanical behavior of the
network. Other natural fibrous networks with a prominent
mechanical function include bacterial cellulose,11 extra-cellular
matrix sheets,12 and actin networks.13 Critically, the network
integrity is paramount in achieving mechanical function in these
fibrous networks, indicating a propensity for the network to be
tough. The importance of fibrous networks in nature has led to
considerable theoretical descriptions of these networks by ac-
counting for both the mechanical properties of the individual
fiber elements14 as well as frictional behavior and interactions
between fibers.15 Typically these theoretical descriptions account
for the nanofibrous geometries found in such biological net-
works. Analytical modeling of fibrous networks has indicated
how interfiber interactions can cause significant energy dissipa-
tion through plastic deformation, essentially fiber�fiber sliding,
over a diffuse network volume before ultimate failure of the
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ABSTRACT: The fracture toughness of a noncontinuum fibrous
network produced by electrospinning polyamide 6 nanofibers is
investigated. The mechanical properties of the nanofiber network is
observed to be independent of various incorporated macroscopic
crack lengths, resulting in an apparent increase in fracture toughness
with increasing crack length as evaluated using conventional
fracture mechanics. Strain mapping of the nanofiber network
indicates stress delocalization mechanisms operating around these
macroscopic cracks in the network. The deformation behavior of
the nanofiber network will therefore depend on the volume of fibers
being loaded in the network and not the number of fibers in the cross-sectional width defining continuum sample mechanics. These
results indicate a propensity for both the synthetic electrospun nanofibrous network in this work and potentially other nanofibrous
networks to resist failure from macroscopic cracks incorporated within the material.
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material.16 Modification of these interfiber interactions has been
addition shown theoretically to increase the strength and tough-
ness of the nanofiber network.17 However, manufactured nano-
fibrous materials have yet to exploit the potential toughening
mechanisms of these network systems.

Electrospinning is perhaps the most common method for
producing nonwoven polymeric material synthetically that closely
resembles biological material counterparts as shown in Figure 1.18

Electrospun polymer fibers can be fabricated from a range of
polymer precursors, with the fiber diameter,19 porosity of the
resultant fibrous network20 controllable by changing spinning

parameters,21 in addition to fiber organization tailored through
the use of patterned electrodes or rotating collectors.22 As the poro-
sity of polymers has shown to be effective in increasing toughness in
a similar way to natural materials,23 electrospun polymer fiber
networks may exhibit an inherent resistance to fracture.

The mechanical properties of electrospun polymer fibers have
been examined using techniques including string pendulum prin-
ciples for fibers with attached mass,24 indentation,25,26 bending,27

and tensile testing using atomic force microscopy (AFM).28 The
mechanical properties of electrospun fibers are generally seen to
exhibit size dependent effects, with smaller diameter electrospun
nanofibers possessing a higher elastic modulus.29 In addition,
recent work has shown how electrospun fiber surfaces show higher
surface free energies when compared to bulk polymer materials.30

Thus, electrospun nanofibrous networks may exhibit distinct
behavior when compared to bulk equivalents. As with biological
fibrous networks, studies of electrospun fibrous networks and their
mechanisms of deformation has been less well investigated,
although notably the optimized elastic properties of electrospun
fibrous networks have been shown to be critical in improving cell
adhesion and protein absorption interactions in tissue engineering
scaffolds.31 However, the fracture toughness of electrospun fibrous
polymer networks are generally poorly understood and may also
provide a model system in describing mechanical behavior of other
biologically produced networks such as spider web. The aim of this
work is therefore to examine the mechanical properties of electro-
spun fibrous polymer networks to investigate potential toughening
mechanisms.

’MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. Polyamide 6 (PA6, BASF, Ultramid B33 L, Germany)
was dissolved in a mixture of acetic acid (g99.7%, Sigma Aldrich, U.S.A.)
and formic acid (98%, Sigma Aldrich, U.S.A.) (50/50 mass ratio) to
produce a resultant polymer concentration of 12 wt.% in solution. The
PA6 polymer solution was electrospun into nanofibers using a large scale
multijet electrospinning setup (NanoSpider, Elmarco, Czech Republic). A
voltage of 55 kV was applied between a rotating wire cylinder and an
aluminum sheet acting as a ground electrode 18 cm above the cylinder.
The rotating wiresmoved through the prepared polymer solution to allow

Figure 1. Electron micrograph highlighting the nonwoven network of
electrospun PA6 nanofibers.

Figure 2. Stress�strain curves obtained from tensile tests on electro-
spun PA6 nanofiber samples (a) without notches and with (b) 1mm, (c)
1.5 mm, (d) 2 mm, (e) 2.5 mm, and (f) 3 mm double-edge notches.

Figure 3. Stress�strain curves obtained from tensile tests on PA6 film
samples (a) without notches and with (b) 1 mm, (c) 2 mm, and (d) 3
mm double-edge notches.
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pick-up of solution droplets at the wire surfaces. The applied voltage
caused charge build-up at the wire surfaces containing the droplets until
cone-jet formation and stretching jets toward the ground electrode
occurred at the applied voltage, where nanofibers are deposited.18,32

The electrospun fiber diameter was 186 ( 3.5 nm as measured using
scanning electron microscopy (Inspect F, FEI Company, U.S.A./E.U.).
The PA6 solution for electrospinning was subsequently used to prepare
comparable continuous PA6 films. The polymer solutionwas solution cast
onto flat aluminum foil and allowed to evaporate at room temperature
(20 �C) in a fume cupboard. The filmwas left to dry for 48 h and removed
from the aluminum foil.
Mechanical Testing. Nanofiber network samples were cut from

the electrospun mat collected at the aluminum ground electrode with a
length andwidth of 60mm�8mm.The same size samples were cut from
cast PA6 film. The cross-sectional area of the fibrous network, required
for stress analysis, was calculated bymeasuring themass of each sample as
well as the density using a gas pycnometer (AccuPyc 1330 He, U.S.A.).
The electrospun fibers samples gave an average density Fnf of 1.2 g/cm3.
The electrospun polymer mesh thickness was determined gravimetrically
using the weight of nanofibers samples, mnf, with measured mesh length,
L, and width,W. The thickness of the sample was therefore found using
t = mnf/FnfWL. Samples were double-notched with a narrow profile
scalpel in the middle of the sample to incorporate cracks into the sample.
The crack lengths produced at each notch side was 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, and
3 mm. Tensile testing of nanofiber and film strips were performed using
an Instron Universal Testing Machine (Instron 5566, U.K.) with a cross-
head speed of 0.5�2 mm/min and load cell of 1 kN (Instron, U.K.). The
mechanical test frame uses a high resolution, noncontacting optical
extensometer which consists of camera, light filters and software, in
order to give accurate strain measurements and avoid sample slippage.
Examples of obtained stress�strain curves for the electrospun fiber mats
and cast film are shown in Figure 2 and 3. Image analysis to measure the
distribution of strain in the sample was achieved using a comparison
tensile test of electrospun fiber network and film with 1 mm crack using
two cameras (Schneider Kreuznacht, Germany, 2.8�50 mm lenses) set
at an angle of 46� to the sample top surface. Samples were covered with a
black spray (Monthana, Shock 9000, Germany), to create a mash of small
dots on the surface to verified change of strain during of the samples.
Images of the patterned sample surface were taken at 0.1 mm step
extensions during tensile testing using the two cameras and analyzed with
Aramis software (GOM mbH, version 4.7.4 Germany).

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The mechanical properties of the PA6 network as shown in
Figure 1 were first examined using tensile testing experiments.

The polyamide nanofiber networks provided an average tensile
strength of 58 MPa and elastic modulus of 418 MPa, with results
summarized in Table 1. Our tensile tests results exhibit higher
strength and elastic modulus values when compared to similar
mechanical testing experiments33,34 due to our work accurately
measuring the cross-sectional area gravimetrically to account for
the network porosity, as defined in the Methods section. The
mechanical properties of the electrospun PA6 networks is lower
than literature values for individual fibers,35,36 suggesting fiber
sliding as a possible deformation mechanism during tensile
testing. The mechanical behavior of a fiber network has been
previously examined in terms of fibers sliding from their multi-
axial orientation state toward a progressively uniaxial state in the
direction of the applied load.17 Such sliding between nanofibers
will produce larger failure strains as progressive alignment of the
fibrous elements occurs.15,16 However, fiber sliding mechanisms
will produce poor stress transfer between fibers, resulting in low
network tensile strength and elastic modulus.37,38 Tensile
stress�strain behavior of the notched nanofiber network sam-
ples, used to characterize how macroscopic cracking propagates
within the nanofiber networks in order to examine network
toughness, is shown in Figure 2 and Table 1. These representa-
tive stress�strain curves highlight how the network samples first
exhibit a linear regime, used to determine an elastic modulus,
followed by a drop in sample stress with increasing strain until
failure. Importantly, we note that the tensile strength and elastic
modulus is independent of the crack length. This observation is
opposite to PA6 film, where the tensile stress of notched samples
decreases with crack notch length as shown in Figure 3 and
Table 1. For continuous materials, stress at the crack tip is
correlated with a thickness of the sample. A plastic zone is created
at the crack tip when a force is applied perpendicular to the crack
length. In this zone, material yields and becomes permanently
deformed. During the tensile test of thin samples, stresses are
distributed and the sample is under so-called plane stress
condition.39 As the nanofiber mats are relatively thin materials,
fracture toughness measurements should be based on plain stress
conditions. Macroscopically, we can assume that the nanofiber
mats are continuous materials with macroscopic cracks. The
fracture toughness KIC of the nanofibers mats and film can be
calculated as follows:40

KIC ¼ σappW
1=2 tan

πa
W

� �
þ 0:1 sin

2πa
W

� �� �1=2
ð1Þ

Table 1. Average Tensile Stress, Tensile Strain, Elastic Modulus, and Fracture Toughness for Electrospun PA6 Fibrous Network
and PA6 Film Samples without Notches and with Different Double Edge Notch Lengths

samples

notch length

[mm]

average tensile failure stress

[MPa]

average tensile strain to failure

[%]

average elastic modulus

[MPa]

average fracture toughness

[MPa m1/2]

PA6 fibrous network 57.73( 8.93 52.94( 12.26 418.46( 92.63

1.0 20.40( 4.92 15.00( 4.36 266.06( 48.35 1.27( 0.31

1.5 20.60( 3.01 12.63( 1.37 407.10 ( 90.90 1.59( 0.23

2.0 19.77( 3.06 10.62( 1.65 307.27( 55.89 1.82( 0.29

2.5 19.64( 3.60 11.87 ( 1.48 332.42( 43.56 2.07( 0.39

3.0 19.74( 1.15 9.40( 2.36 391.22( 57.80 2.64( 0.10

PA6 film 11.89( 1.69 20.82( 1.35 235.17( 55.61

1.0 10.59( 1.43 10.38( 1.13 287.08( 85.49 0.66( 0.09

2.0 6.54( 1.37 6.77( 0.55 382.01( 115.17 0.60( 0.13

3.0 3.94 ( 0.55 3.30( 0.46 212.77( 28.38 0.52( 0.07
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where, σapp is maximum stress failure, W is total width of the
samples, and a is length of the notched crack.

The variation in the fracture toughness of the fibrous mat
calculated from eq 1 with increasing crack length is shown in

Figure 4a. A trend is observed where the fracture toughness is
apparently increasing with increasing crack length. Such an
observation is counterintuitive to typical continuum solids,
where the fracture toughness is independent of the notch size.41

However, the fracture toughness KIC is critically dependent on
the width of the sample, which becomes progressively smaller as
the crack size increases, thus providing an apparent increase in
values of KIC with increasing crack length. Practically, the force
required to fail the electrospun mat is independent of the crack
length, which is counter to deformation of the film, where KIC is,
within error, independent of crack length as shown in Figure 4b.
These results therefore suggest that crack tolerance occurs in
electrospun fiber mats. Previous analytical modeling has indi-
cated a relatively diffuse plastic zone in fibrous networks may
exist,16 which suggests a stress delocalization mechanism oper-
ates in our electrospun nanofibrous network samples. A mechan-
ism to describe this delocalization must be based on the
deformation behavior of individual electrospun nanofiber units
within the network. Loading of the fibrous network in Figure 2
produces a relatively linear elastic deformation region where the
individual nanofibers are expected to be elastically deforming
along their length. Critically, the crack length provides little effect
on this initial linear elastic region and indicates that the nanofi-
bers will be deforming along their whole length. The deformation
behavior will therefore depend on the volume of fibers being
loaded in the network and not the number of fibers in the cross-
sectional width of the sample as described by W in eq 1. The
stress delocalization will originate from the fibers sharing the load
in the network along their full length, much like wires in tension
under loading. This mechanism is markedly different from
continuum solids where load is increasingly carried around a crack
tip causing stress localization. Additionally, interactions between
fibers from contact points in network plays an important role in
distributing and transferring stresses throughout the network.17

Strong bonding between fibers can increase the toughness of a
fibrous network.42 However, the transfer of stresses in nonwoven
fabrics is not well characterized as it takes place in knitted or
braided composites. Recent work has shown how high polar
interactions can occur between PA6 nanofibers,30 and we suggest

Figure 4. Plot of the fracture toughness of (a) an electrospun nanofiber
network and (b) an cast polymer film against macroscopic size of a
double notch incorporated into the samples.

Figure 5. Image analysis of the strain distribution in (a) a notched electrospun nanofiber network and (b) a comparable notched polymer film, during
tensile loading in the Y axis using a load of approximately 1 N and resultant sample strain of 12%.
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that these interactions may provide effective stress transfer be-
tween nanofibers in nonwoven electrospun mats. The deforma-
tion behavior will therefore depend on the volume of fibers being
loaded in the network and not the number of fibers in the cross-
sectional width of the sample as described in eq 1.

To explore the concept of stress delocalization in the electro-
spun nanofibrous network, we map sample strain for a notched
electrospun nanofiber network and comparable thin polymer
during tensile testing using image analysis (see Methods
section). Figure 5 displays the magnitude of strain, which is
proportional to stress, spatially throughout both the fibrous
network and polymer film. The 2D maps presented in Figure 5
are for the same 12% sample strain and stress from a 1 N load in
both the fibrous network and film, allowing a direct comparison
of the strain distribution between the two sample geometries to
be made. The electrospun fibrous network in Figure 5a indicates
a slight strain concentration at the notch tips but this strain does
not radiate out toward the opposing crack, highlighting how a
stress concentration between the notches is absent. However,
strain mapping of a comparably notched polymer film shown in
Figure 5b indicates an increase in the strain concentration around
and between the notches. Thus, the image analysis supports our
claims of stress delocalization mechanisms in the electrospun
fibrous network as opposed to the classical description of stress
concentration around crack tips as exhibited in the polymer film
example. The stress delocalization around the crack tip in the
electrospun fibrous network supports theoretical evaluations of
networks that deform relatively homogeneously throughout their
volume despite the incorporation of cracks with lengths signifi-
cantly larger than the network fiber diameter.14,15,38 This stress
delocalization between notches in the electrospun PA6 nanofiber
networks therefore provides sample tensile strength and elastic
modulus, which is independent of crack length and reflected in an
apparently increasing toughness using fracture mechanics
evaluations.

’CONCLUSIONS

In this study, the mechanical properties of electrospun PA6
nanofiber networks are examined. The fracture behavior of the
electrospun fibrous networks was observed to be independent of
crack length, included in the sample to induce failure, indicated
an apparent increase in the fracture toughness with increasing
crack length. This enhancement of toughness was attributed to
stress delocalization in the fibrous network and is not accounted
for in classical fracture toughness evaluations applied to con-
tinuum solids. Image analysis supported the stress delocalization
mechanism in the fibrous network when compared to a compar-
able polymer film. This crack independent fracture behavior of
the electrospun fiber network indicates how the material may
have novel applications in areas such as protective clothing and
packaging. In addition, the fibrous network structures found in
natural systems, such as spider’s web, will also be expected to
display similar crack independent fracture behavior, thus facil-
itating integrity of the network despite potentially numerous
damage zones being present.
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